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About This Game

Serious Sam explodes into the second dimension using everything in his arsenal to battle the abominable legions of Mental’s
horde. Pull the trigger to let the heavy ordinance fly in Serious Sam Double D XXL, a completely reloaded version of the indie

sensation Serious Sam Double D with all-new missions, weapons, enemies, and challenges. Pile on the firepower with the
revolutionary Gunstacker and fire all your weapons at once in a symphony of destruction! All that stands between victory and

annihilation is a man in a T-shirt and jeans wielding a great big pile of guns.

Key Features

Serious Action: Unleash a storm of bullets and flame against an unrelenting horde of bizarre and ferocious creatures
hell bent on bringing down the heroic Serious Sam. Clash against Mental’s army across 18 levels in three sensational
worlds from the pyramids of ancient Egypt to the volcanic chaos of Pompeii to the harsh jungles of prehistoric Earth.

Revolutionary Gunstacker: Duel-wielding is for lesser men. Serious Sam Double D’s new Gunstacker allows Serious
Sam to stack any combination of weapons one on top another and fire them all at once. Two shotguns on a laser gun and
grenade launcher? Of course. Four chainsaws and a flamethrower? Yes, please.
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Legions of Bizarre Beasts: Clash against classic Serious Sam enemies like Headless Kamikazes, Gnaar, and
Biomechanoids or gun down all new monstrosities like the insane Chimputees, oddball Vuvuzelators, and the
surprisingly sexy Femikazes. Prove your worth and take down four amazingly unique bosses in epic showdowns full of
carnage!

Challenge Rooms and Serious Secrets: Keep the action coming with a battery of action-packed challenge rooms filled
to the brim with waves of attacking beasts! Get really serious and try to uncover dozens and dozens of secrets hidden
throughout this wild world!
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Title: Serious Sam Double D XXL
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Mommy's Best Games
Publisher:
Devolver Digital, Croteam
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2011
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I actually quite like this. This dev is good at useing the RPGmaker engine (I'm assuming that's what they are using) in some
fairly unique and interesting ways. This time they have basically turned it into a kind of pseudo 4x game! Simple grindy fun
with some nice waifus..
This will be one of my first reviews, however I felt compelled to wring something about this product. I <b>want</b> to
recommend this game, but I think I am unable to do so in good concience. I do not have a lot of hours in the game, but I would
like to go over the starter experience as this is one of the more important aspects of a game when trying to earn customers.

First, the tutorial was good. It was short and to the point, which was nice as I got to get in to the actual game rather quickly. I
believe that this is a strong point as 30 minute tutorials are quite boring.

Upon leaving the tutorial area I was quickly killed. Older players camping the new player spawn. This is a problem and often a
big turn off for new players. In fact the majority of my first two hours playing the game was spent being camped by veteran
players, or when I did get away being killed by players while trying to earn sigils to gain skills.

I see a lot of potential for this game as I love many aspects about it, at least from what I have read, and the little bit that I have
seen. The new player experience is going to need to be modified if they wish to retain players. I am more than willing to put
money down on a game like this, but as usual these games are often riddled with a toxic community that only wants to grief and
not actually fight on a remotely even playing field.

When the Veteran player was confronted about this behavior and what it does to keeping players he simply stated that the game
was already dead and that no one was going to stay anyway. This is a very poor way to represent a community, and I really hope
the developers take some time to look at why retetion rates are so low.. Like a 7\/10 great for killing time, not all that fun, but if
you're bored and don't have the time to sit through a long story, this is pretty good. Could use somemore settings other than just
sound and help. If you get a coupon for crafting a badge, and can get this game for 10 cents, then definitelly go for it.. I'll do
anything for more Guacamelee in my life.. For $15, I was expecting a lot more. I'd wait for a sale because the current price is
way too steep for what you are given in this pack. $7-$8 would be far more reasonable for what's included. When I first
downloaded this DLC and went to check out my purchase, I was surprised at how little there actually was.

There are no interior tilesets for hospitals, stores, police\/fire stations, restaurant, banks, etc - basically anything you would
expect in a pack with the word "CITY" in it. Interiors are pretty much limited to home\/apartment\/office type settings which
was a huge letdown.

However, the artist did a fantastic job so I'm giving this a thumbs up, but please keep the above in mind prior to purchasing. It is
a very limited pack and not worth $15 in my opinion.

Pros:
- Great looking art style.
- Character sprites are animated nicely.
- The exterior tileset is great and allows you to make all sorts of buildings and streets, as well as grass and tree tiles for parks and
forests.
- A few tiles for items like power ups and such.
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Cons:
- Only 8 unique character sprites\/facesets (plus zombie versions).
- Extremely limited variety in the interior tiles as it only includes home\/office settings.

Overall: The art style is fantastic and the artist did an amazing job so I'm giving it a thumbs up, but I can't recommend this DLC
at $15 due to a really limited interior tileset and only 8 character sprites. WAIT FOR A SALE.. Story is short, but deep and
bittersweet. Gameplay was unique and fun, albeit a tad complicated. 
https://www.rockpapershotgun.com/2018/07/03/overgrowths-final-update-is-important "As polished and detailed as Overgrowth
was in many regards, it was still a direct sequel to Lugaru..." If you enjoyed Lugaru, check out Overgrowth.. Fun game!
Especially for those who enjoy solving puzzles. It's great to play with a friend, and makes it fun to work together. I really hope
they expand on this game and I wish there were more games out there like this. This is a fun game to buy!
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Its an amazeing rpg thats all i can say the grapics are great it has alot of challange and plenty of quests to do millenium is a very
good jrpg with unique elements that not many other rpgs have.

Pros: Great storyline, beautiful grapics, can be very challangeing at times, has a old school rpg feeling

cons: none.

9/10 very fun game :D. Very good for its price, i picked this up for 17 cents on the steam winter sale, it is reminesent of the old
game Wipeout As in the futuristic racing game. I would even buy for 99 cents. Great for if you have little money and want
something new and innovation. About negative reviews i dont know what people were expecting for 99 cents xD. I didn't really
know what to expect from this game, and mostly just wanted a short and simple game to kill some time - and that's exactly what
I got.

All you do is look for matching tiles until you have cleared the board. Often, the tiles that you need are hidden somewhere at the
bottom of the pile and the match can not be won, which annoyed me a bit at first. But then I remembered that that's the case
with regular (card) solitaire as well, so things are probably as they should be.

The girls in the game look pretty plain and the art is nothing special. Most of the voices also get very annoying after a while.
Honestly, the game would have been just as good (if not better) without the girls, but I guess the creators would lose some
potential sales if they just made a regular Mahjong Solitaire game.

Also, part of the soundtrack is identical to the sountrack of a different game (100% Orange Juice), which leads me to believe
that the creators have just bought the songs off some community marketplace.

If you were planning to get this game just to see some half-naked anime girls - don't. If you like short and simple time killers
like regular solitaire or Minesweeper you will probably enjoy this game as well.

I do recommend this game, but not at a full price. Wait for at least a 75% discount. I bought it at a 90% discount, and felt like I
got my money's worth. It took me just around 9 hours to clear the game 100%.

Review: Delicious! Pretty Girls Mahjong Solitaire
Review: Mahjong Pretty Girls Battle. I love it in normal mode heaven help me in VR
haven't laughed so much streaming live a game in ages
Mind you gets a bit slippery later on lol
Glad I'm a dad. Great story, the platforming can be difficult if you don't learn from your mistakes. The bosses are difficult and a
good place to learn the controls well as you die repeatably.

Expect to die a ton of times. Some areas seem almost impossible to survive through the first try, but you can keep attacking it an
wearing it down as you become more skilled.

Don't expect an easy game. I am pushing through because I love the story. Also after the about 300th death I think I am getting
the hang of it. I just need to stop standing on traps while looking for where to go next.

Note: there are a few things that could be done to improve the experience a bit, and I am sure they are working on them.. Good
visual design.
+ VN parts are strong.
+ Some music in later parts of the game is pretty good.

~ Combat system is a little better than other IF games, but honestly not by much.

- Level design is awkward and not very well thought out.

Overall its a decent game, if you like this art style, you will at least enjoy VN parts, but RPG/gameplay wise its not very strong,
but passable to move between story.. Playes for 10 minutes, the game crashed twice while doing the first quest :(. It is a fun
game. there are alot of bug that need to worked out but, that is to be expected with a game this early to its release.. If You do not
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own a gamepad/controller You cant set up keyboard specific pressing with this game is a total bust;

However; I do have a Logitech F710 where I can do just that mentioned above:

And then the game is acctully playable, even bordering on enjoyable.

So yes.

IF!!!!!
 You own a setup able gamepad.
. This is an Awesome and well ballanced game. Well designed with a lot of ship controls and customization. Great combat action
and exploration.
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